Modeling intrinsic kinetics of enzymatic cellulose hydrolysis.
A multistep approach was taken to investigate the intrinsic kinetics of the cellulase enzyme complex as observed with hydrolysis of noncrystalline cellulose (NCC). In the first stage, published initial rate mechanistic models were built and critically evaluated for their performance in predicting time-course kinetics, using the data obtained from enzymatic hydrolysis experiments performed on two substrates: NCC and alpha-cellulose. In the second stage, assessment of the effect of reaction intermediates and products on intrinsic kinetics of enzymatic hydrolysis was performed using NCC hydrolysis experiments, isolating external factors such as mass transfer effects, physical properties of substrate, etc. In the final stage, a comprehensive intrinsic kinetics mechanism was proposed. From batch experiments using NCC, the time-course data on cellulose, cello-oligosaccharides (COS), cellobiose, and glucose were taken and used to estimate the parameters in the kinetic model. The model predictions of NCC, COS, cellobiose, and glucose profiles show a good agreement with experimental data generated from hydrolysis of different initial compositions of substrate (NCC supplemented with COS, cellobiose, and glucose). Finally, sensitivity analysis was performed on each model parameter; this analysis provides some insights into the yield of glucose in the enzymatic hydrolysis. The proposed intrinsic kinetic model parametrized for dilute cellulose systems forms a basis for modeling the complex enzymatic kinetics of cellulose hydrolysis in the presence of limiting factors offered by substrate and enzyme characteristics.